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INTRODUCTION
Affiliate marketing is big business. With publishers driving £15bn in
sales for the advertisers they promote, many brands are continuing
to unlock the potential of this results-driven channel.

(large or small!) by dipping their toes into our dynamic industry
through a series of ‘Publisher Stories’, short interviews with a
diverse range of individuals who have brought their own unique
approach to affiliate marketing.

One of the greatest challenges that advertisers face when
managing their affiliate campaigns is how to make sense of the
dizzying array of models the channel offers. Many are attracted by
the major retail affiliates, the cashback and voucher codes sites
who offer the opportunity to tap into their respective databases of
millions of engaged consumers.

We were overwhelmed by the stories we’ve received. It’s not an
exaggeration to say that affiliate marketing has changed lives for
some of our publishers. Not only has it turned people into selfemployed entrepreneurs, it has given others the freedom to travel
the world, get themselves out of debt and pay the mortgage.

But affiliate marketing is much more than that. It’s backbone has
always been the longtail content and specialist sites, ranging from

As you’ll discover from their stories, these are normal, everyday
people from all walks of life who entered affiliate marketing in the

small hobbyist blogs to companies bringing to life brand new
business ideas.

hope of earning some extra money on the side and with a mixture
of passion, hard work and resilience, they’ve been able to carve
out sustainable businesses.

This entrepreneurial spirit has always been one of the channel’s
strengths and as long as digital evolves so affiliate marketing will
bend and adapt to both react to and shape new business models.

This book contains a selection of the stories we’ve featured, you
can find more on our blog.

Affiliate Window wanted to champion these unsung heroes. We
therefore decided to spotlight publishers who have found success

We hope you enjoy reading our publisher stories as much as we
have!

AFFILiate Window
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Emma Mumford

I’m proud that at 21 years of age, I have been able to
monetise all my sites and leave my old job to grow my
passion into a business.”

I

created my money-saving page Extreme Couponing and Deals UK
in August 2013. I posted coupons, deals, bargains and freebies to
my followers. I began extreme couponing - saving as much money as
possible whilst purchasing large quantities of goods - when I ended up
in £7,000 worth of debt, and wanted to share the deals I found.
One day, when the page had around 50k page likes, a follower messaged
me simply saying ‘Why aren’t you earning off your page Emma? You
need affiliate offers, it will pay for all your hard work’. I honestly thought
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this man was pulling my leg, I couldn’t believe you could make a living
from this kind of work.
I had no previous affiliate experience
and no idea of what affiliate
marketing was! I came across
Affiliate Window and taught myself
how to apply for programmes and
deeplink to advertisers. Slowly as I
persisted, I started to see results. I
began connecting with brands and
have since worked on numerous
blog posts with Affiliate Window
advertisers. I have been able to
quit my job and become fully selfemployed, running two successful
websites.
After using affiliate marketing for four months, I began to create a steady
income. At first it wasn’t enough to pay the bills, but I hated my old job
and wanted to take the plunge with my business. It was hard for the first
few months, but from about six months onwards, as my
following and the amount of advertisers grew, I felt more
stable. I’m proud that at 21 years of age, I have been able
to monetise all my sites and leave my old job to grow my
passion into a business.
My advice to fellow entrepreneurs? Just go for it! It may
seem daunting and surreal that you can make money with
affiliate marketing but it has transformed my business and
my life. Without it, I wouldn’t be able to do my passion fulltime. It will take time, so don’t feel disheartened if you’re
not earning straight away, but with persistence and hard
work anything is possible.

“My advice to fellow entrepreneurs?
Just go for it! It may seem daunting
and surreal that you can make
money with affiliate marketing but
it has transformed my business and
my life.”
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Tom Smedley

“After around a month from converting to affiliate
marketing, I realised I could sustain it as a full time
income.”

I

started my main website, www.ladsholiday.com in 2010, whilst working
as a restaurant manager. Each year I’d hire a new intake of staff and
one thing nearly all of them did was organise a group holiday. I thought
it’d be good to make a website with quality information for them.
After gaining large volumes of traffic from organic search, I decided to
start an online travel agency which I successfully operated for three
years. Whilst I ran the business as a travel agency, we were losing a lot
of sales to the online travel agencies such as OnTheBeach. We simply
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couldn’t match on price.
It was taking up a huge proportion of my time,
so I looked into the options for a better lifestyle
– sell the business or convert it to an affiliate
model. The latter let me operate the business
with a much lower cost base and freed up my
time with little impact on my income.
The site contains destination guides and banner
advertising is used to drive traffic to our affiliate
programmes. It also has a feature where
customers can input their holiday requirements
and our site will recommend them the most
suited travel site. It’ll also send them an SMS
encouraging them to call one of our advertisers
for a quote through CallWindow, as well as
adding them to our SMS/email database for
future marketing.
As we already had the traffic in place, sales started quickly. After around
a month from converting to affiliate marketing, I realised I could sustain
it as a full time income. I think I was lucky here as I knew I had
the traffic and that the traffic converted well from when we
operated as a travel agent.
My advice would be to carefully choose a few advertisers
to promote and focus on a long term relationship with
them. Work with and get to know the account managers
as they’ll give you all the help you need with custom
creative, discount codes and feed you all relevant
offers as they are announced – they really are there to
work in partnership with you.

“Work with and get to know the
account managers as they’ll give
you all the help you need with
custom creative, discount codes and
feed you all relevant offers as they
are announced – they really are
there to work in partnership
with you.”
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Chris Buswell

“I haven’t worked normally since 2001; I just work in the
spare room and have a stress-free commute of several
yards!”

I

started using affiliate marketing back in 2001 when my wife became
seriously ill with a long term health problem. This meant she could not
work nor care for our two children who were five and six years old at
the time. Sadly, I had to give up my career as a nurse to be her carer,
and look after the children and the household. With little savings and
no income, we were a few months away from not being able to pay the
mortgage and at risk of having our home taken from us.
Then, by chance, I learned about Affiliate Window and through their
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website I discovered affiliate marketing. I then built
my first website which started a very steep learning
curve and was soon earning money. I now have
a dozen websites which are such fun to run and
profitable. I haven’t worked normally since 2001; I
just work in the spare room and have a stress-free
commute of several yards!
I thought that if I had more sites on a range of
subjects I could double, then triple my income. Which it did until I
was earning more than I would have as a highly qualified staff nurse.
When my renewal with the Nursing Council came up I didn’t bother
reregistering; I knew where my new career was heading.
If I can blow my own trumpet it was a good
success, though there was little competition
in the early days of websites. Now every man
and his dog has a website or blog! There have
been a few tricky times along the way. I got hit
with a search engine penalty so lost top listing
overnight. Fortunately I had saved for a rainy
day - something I would earnestly advise any
affiliate to do. Then I went back to working
long hours on new sites and got back on
track after about 18 months.
My advice would be to always think of the
person sitting down to read your pages, make
it interesting and relevant. Run a website that
you have a great knowledge and interest in then work will become fun and profitable.

“My advice would be to always
think of the person sitting down to
read your pages, make it interesting
and relevant. Run a website that
you have a great knowledge and
interest in - then work will become
fun and profitable.”
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Stacey Kelly

“Sometimes I have to pinch myself to prove it’s all real how is it possible to earn a living from doing something
that you enjoy so much?”

A

bout six months ago I decided to leave the travel blog
I had been working for and spend more time with my
family. I still wanted to write about travel and help people
find low-priced deals so I started to work more on my own
blog.
The deals I was sharing went down a storm on Facebook and
in less than six months I’ve built my page up to over 72,000
followers, which in turn helps to generate around 15,000 hits
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a day to my blog. There have been days
when we’ve had over 200,000 hits in one
day! W ith the help of social media, buckets
of determination and hard work, the blog
has become a hit.
I had absolutely no experience of affiliate
marketing whatsoever having worked in the
Legal Industry for 20 years! I believed that my blog wouldn’t
be able to earn any money through affiliate marketing,
however friends I’d made in the industry pushed me to make
contact with Affiliate W indow. I set up an account and was
dumbfounded that the day after signing up, I started to earn
money from sales which I had no idea I was generating.
I have since incorporated the Affiliate
W indow Convert-a-Link tool onto my
blog which is awesome! This saves me
so much time and ensures that all clicks
are tracked without the hassle of playing
around with fiddly links and deep linking
(perfect for someone like me who isn’t
very technical!).
At the moment, the success of my blog seems a little too
good to be true so whilst it’s earning very well I’m still treating
it as a bit of a hobby. Sometimes I have to pinch myself to
prove it’s all real - how is it possible to earn a living from
doing something that you enjoy so much?
My one piece of advice to fellow
entrepreneurs? Work hard! Running your
own online affiliate business is not a
9-5pm job and demands constant input.
Spend lots of time researching for unique
ideas and speak with your users to see
what they want.

“I have since incorporated the
Affiliate Window convert-a-link tool
onto my blog which is awesome! This
saves me so much time and ensures
that all clicks are tracked without
the hassle of playing around with
fiddly links and deep linking”
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Henry Croft

“I consider GymTalk a labour of love, which is why I
believe it has been so successful”

I

have been working in affiliate marketing for three years and have been
earning a full-time living from it for the last year. I previously worked as
an operations manager for an online marketing agency in London and
left in early 2013 to set up my own company providing SEO services.
However, I soon realised that the affiliate business model was much
better suited to my life goals, as it provided much greater flexibility,
fewer overheads and, most importantly, the opportunity to earn a
living from something that I loved (fitness). GymTalk is essentially a
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blog which provides light-hearted advice on training
and nutrition and has amassed a considerable
readership/community over the last few years.
Regarding monetisation, I work with companies in
the fitness industry – largely in the sports nutrition
sector – to advertise their products in return for
commission on sales and “assists”, where I have
contributed to a sale but wasn’t awarded the last click. This is achieved
through banner advertising, product reviews and promoting exclusive
deals and discount codes via the website and social media.
Mid-way through the second year of going it alone, I could see that
affiliate marketing alone would sustain me financially for the long-term,
and this was a much more attractive proposition, as long term, it offered
a far better work-life balance. So, during the third year, I ceased all client
work (SEO, social media, etc) to focus exclusively on affiliate marketing
as a career.
I consider GymTalk a labour of love, which is
why I believe it has been so successful. I would
advise fellow entrepreneurs to be patient.
Building a profitable, long-term business online
takes a lot of time, and it takes a lot of hard
work.
So many people read a blog post or an income report concerned with
making money online or affiliate marketing and try to replicate another
person’s success as quickly as they can, expecting instant results. Then
when they don’t make money in the first few weeks, they give up.
Earning a full-time income from
affiliate marketing doesn’t take weeks
or months, it takes years. But if you
want it enough, it will work for you,
and it will change your life!

“I soon realised that the affiliate
business model was much better
suited to my life goals, as it provided
much greater flexibility, fewer
overheads and, most importantly,
the opportunity to earn a living
from something that I loved.”
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Liz Walsh

“Once I took the plunge and joined affiliate marketing
sites, I began to see sales coming in practically
overnight.”

I

trained as a social worker and subsequently worked in a number
of social work fields. I then went on to own and manage a chain of
childcare settings in Staffordshire, where our holiday club quickly
became renowned for inspiring days out.
Whilst our numbers continued to grow, I needed to find new places to
visit on a budget and this gave me the idea behind Topdogdays.
Having sold on the day care business in 2009, I was able to concentrate
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my time on setting up Topdogdays which
provides information on days out on a budget.
Topdogdays now receives over 1.2 million
visitors a year and has achieved a year-on-year
upward growth of over 30%.
As Topdogdays had been trading for a couple of years before I ventured
into affiliate sales, this meant my website was already ranking highly
within Google for particular key terms. Once I took the plunge and
joined affiliate marketing sites, I began to see sales coming in practically
overnight.
Initially at Topdogdays, I had relied upon building relationships with
individual businesses around the UK. Affiliate marketing allowed me to
reach a wider number of businesses in a quicker space of time. With a
loyal following and a range of web pages primed for key terms, it was
an easy move to include affiliate marketing within the business mix.
Topdogdays is a seasonal business that concentrates on days out in
the UK. As with all affiliate marketing sites, there is a delay between
achieving actual sales and receiving payment that can cause cash flow
problems. However, I found that having achieved two distinct revenue
strands, affiliate marketing programmes and working directly with a
select number of visitor attractions, I was able to balance the books.
As is the case with most new businesses, it is often
the early days that can cause the most strain. With
businesses looking to build affiliate sales, you will
require an engaging and effective website that
ranks well on Google and other search-based
sites. This takes time and effort to achieve so keep
plugging on, believe in yourself, and ideally have
another source of income to help you through the
tough times.

“Affiliate marketing allowed me to
reach a wider number of businesses
in a quicker space of time. With a
loyal following and a range of web
pages primed for key terms, it was
an easy move to include affiliate
marketing within the business mix.”
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Leo Harrison

“Change brings opportunity - make sure you spot it
coming before others do. ”

I

n 2004, I was running an antique bookshop and website Biblion.com,
and wanted to explore the possibility of affiliates bringing sales to the
site. At that time, Neil Hutchinson had just left a job at a sister company
to start his affiliate business, Trafficbroker.
Neil very kindly spent a couple of afternoons explaining the industry
to me and gave me some incredible advice: If you want to really learn
about affiliate marketing the best thing is to become an affiliate yourself.
That is what I did and never looked back. Neil of course went on to
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become one of the greatest success stories of the industry, so you
could say that I couldn’t have had a better teacher!
My first campaign was for an energy switching company (which ironically
was purchased by Neil Hutchinson in 2009). My first sale came through
within 30 minutes of the campaign going live. I remember staring at the
computer screen and being totally amazed by this alchemy.
I was very lucky to start at a time when search was
far less complex than it is now. I went through a
cycle of building and optimising campaigns for
a wide variety of retailers and travel merchants.
Some failed spectacularly, but enough worked for
me to give up the day job.
Christmas 2004 was a huge eye opener. My campaigns were flying
and it became pretty clear that more time and resource was required.
I got financial backing and office space from a friend who ran a very
successful IT Company. By the end of 2005 there were 10 of us.
It actually took a few months to become profitable. Our philosophy was
to go out and run as many campaigns as possible but to continuously
cycle through a test, learn, optimize process.
On top of this a lot of changes were happening in
Search - Google’s single URL policy was a huge
game changer and culled a lot of search affiliates
who didn’t have the resources to build effective
landing pages. That change turned out to be
very good news for our company because we
did have those resources.
Change brings opportunity - make sure you spot it coming before
others do.

“My first sale came through within
30 minutes of the campaign going
live. I remember staring at the
computer screen and being totally
amazed by this alchemy.”

Thanks for reading!
Want more stories? Find them here!

